
Stunning Gorgeousness In Our Bright
Kundan Stone Necklace. A Ravishing

Beauty Indeed!!!
Kundan is a ravishing gemstone that is desired by many women around the
world. The price of the original Kundan Jewellery Necklace Set is very
expensive as it requires exclusive craftsmanship in designing. Nowadays
contemporary kundan jewellery is also gaining popularity.

Must Read:- Dive Into The Colorful Land Of Jewels That Suits Your
Every Mood
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What Is Kundan And How Kundan Jewellery
Necklace Set Is Made?
Kundan is considered the oldest and most stunning gemstone that was brought
to India by Mughals and was seen in the royal courts of north Delhi. It is an
expensive gemstone because the process of carving kundan and then
bejewelling it in the designs is challenging. The task is arduous even for the
most skilled labourers to finish one Kundan Jewellery Necklace Set.



This intricate process involves a lot of people working on the same piece. This
entire procedure starts with the skeletal framework, paadh process, khudai,
enamelling, pakai and in the end chillai process where the gemstones are
polished.

Visit Also:- The Fancy & Wild Stone Necklace Is Here To Dazzle!

Types Of Kundan Necklace Set Online
There are various types of kundan necklaces online that you can purchase
suitable for every occasion. Ciero Jewels o�er a variety of kundan rings,
bracelets, earrings and Kundan Necklace Sets Online. Our online store presents
these ravishing types of Kundan Necklace Sets Online:

● Choker sets are best suitable for small wedding rituals, small functions,
baby showers, housewarming parties or just for short family gatherings.
You can purchase these Kundan Necklace Online.

● Long kundan satlada or panchlada necklaces will enhance your look for
the evening. Broad kundan pendants attached to a long chain are also a
great choice for a simple elegant look.

● Multicolour gemstone and studded Kundan Jewellery Necklace Set like
the one worn by famous Mira Kapoor at her wedding, are also in trend
and can be paired with any dress.

● Another great choice is the princess-style necklace or maharani-style
kundan necklace for your great day. This necklace will give you a royal
look on your wedding day like every girl dreams of looking.

● You can wear necklaces that have meenakari work combined with kudan
carpeted in di�erent styles and you can buy matching Meenakari
Jhumka Earrings Online.
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FAQs

What Is The Price Of Meenakari Sets Online?
Original meenakari necklace sets are expensive. But you can purchase
meenakari Imitation Jewellery at Ciero Jewels at great prices and outstanding
quality. The cost of Meenakari Sets Online varies depending on the size and
design changes. Along with sets, the online store o�ers Meenakari Jhumka
Earrings Online in myriad designs and shapes.

Is There A Legit Place To Buy Meenakari Rings
Online India?
In India, kundan, meenakari, and polki are very popular gemstones and styles
of jewellery. Ciero Jewels deals in these styles and displays numerous styles of
jewellery sets and Meenakari Rings Online India, suitable to your pocket while
maintaining the quality.

Must Read Our Other’s Blogs:- Kundan Jewellery Earrings To Add The Glamour Of Bling To Your Look |
Kundan Jewellery – A Complete Guide to This Beautiful Style | 4 Kundan Imitation Jewellery Gift Ideas

for a New Bride
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